
Become a

Talent Partner

TRANSFORMING CAREERS. INNOVATING SCOTLAND.



Together we succeed...

£4.9bn

13,000

79%

contributed to GVA from 1,500 tech 
companies

New Tech jobs created every year

of Scottish Tech Companies optimistic 
about the year ahead

Developing teams for tech success. 

Join an innovative group of organisations across  Scotland who make up our Partner 
Programme.  CodeClan, a not-for-profit organisation, was set  up with the mission to 
bridge the digital skills gap  for job-seekers and businesses alike. As a  CodeClan 
Partner, you are strengthening the  growth of Scotland’s business ecosystem and 
joining an endeavor that has already put £15 million back into the Scottish economy.



Grow and develop your team with CodeClan 

Hiring Training
Find the talent you need to drive your 
business forward.

● CodeClan graduates bring 
passion and grit to your 
organisation

● Our diverse student community 
comes from all areas in Scotland 

● From finance to hospitality, you’ll 
meet candidates from a variety of 
sector backgrounds

● At an average age of 35, our 
graduates have previous career 
experience

Meet your skills needs by upskilling or 
retraining your current team. 

● CodeClan instructors combine 
expertise with passion for teaching

● We offer practical training, through 
codealongs, labs and more

● CodeClan campus, remote or 
client-site training delivery available

● Create a bespoke training package 
to realise the untapped tech 
potential of your current employees 

To find out how to tailor our courses to achieve 
your business goals and get a quote,  visit our 
bespoke training page.
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https://codeclan.com/courses/bespoke-courses/
https://codeclan.com/courses/bespoke-courses/


Bootcamp courses 
Our two flagship courses in software development and data analysis focus on skills and 
attributes the industry requires today, we react quickly to changes in industry to ensure 
what we teach is always relevant and up-to-date.

Professional Software 
Development

Professional Data 
Analysis



Learn how to learn...

CodeClan students learn by doing
Through practical, hands-on training, our students learn the core languages 
and tools needed to do the jobs needed in the market. Just as importantly, we 
teach the principles and instill the growth mindset needed to pick up additional 
technologies right after our graduates leave us. 

This is a core principle of what we do. At CodeClan, we constantly coach our students in 
how to learn: new technologies, languages, frameworks, libraries and more. That’s why 
you’ll find our graduates in industry, working with technologies that they haven’t 
necessarily learned with us, like .NET, C#, Blockchain and more.

Core skills Wellbeing

SQL Insomnia

Languages Tools

Paired programming
Group projects
Working in an agile    
environment
Presenting skills
Written & verbal 
communication
Critical thinking/problem 
solving

Growth mindset
Understanding stress, burnout, and 
the importance of relaxation
Tools to cultivate a calm mind
Healthy rhythms in learning (on 
involvement, letting go, movement, 
sleep)
Wellbeing 'habits' to support learning
Cultivating supportive relationships to 
improve teamwork 
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Potential job roles for graduates:
Software -  Software Developer, Frontend Software Developer, Backend Software Developer, Full 
Stack,  Devops System, Reliability Engineer, Test (QA, TE, SDET) Product Owner, UX/UI/Design,  Business 
Analyst/Technical Analyst,  Developer, Relations Manager, Support Engineer, Security Engineer,  
Technical Operations, Technical Sales, Application Engineering

Data -  Data Analyst, Data Scientist, Data Engineer, Big Data Analyst Business Analyst, Information 
Analyst, Machine Learning Analyst, Security Specialist, Data Security and Governance, Data 
Visualisation / Dashboard designer, Data Manager, Database Programmer, Clinical Programmer, 
Statistical Programmer, Statistician, Data Modeller, BI/MI Analyst



Hungry and motivated 

Often left successful careers
A genuine passion and interest for tech
Majority have self-funded

What makes our graduates unique?
CodeClan graduates are more than the languages and tools they learn with us. 
It takes a special kind of person to walk away from a career and train without 
income for months... all in pursuit of their passion for tech. This is the CodeClan 
graduate.

Real world experience

Average age of 35
Previous experience in different sectors 
Confident 
Professional

Diverse cultures

Our students and partners bring 
different points of view, 
approaches, and experiences 
needed to thrive. 

Scottish Tech Army

Our students are offered the 
opportunity to pick up 
real-world experience with 
the STA, giving them 
additional experience with 
projects, codebases and 
more.



Partner Testimonials:

“Software Engineers can sometimes have a bad rep for not being particularly 
expressive! This lot of graduates all seemed perfectly capable of expressing 
their genuine interest in our company and how they might be able to develop as 
a valued team member within the organisation, so this was really appealing 
from a recruiter’s perspective. The students came across as being 
approachable, easy to talk to and I really enjoyed meeting them, especially on a 
1-2-1 basis (this took the pressure off both them and us). A great way to 
introduce your organisation to a targeted audience, in person!”

Lilly - Fanduel

“CodeClan have been amazing in helping us to get enthusiastic new recruits 
into our business. The events they hold allow for meaningful engagement 
with the graduating cohorts, allowing businesses and candidates the chance 
to understand which opportunities would be a great fit.
We would recommend considering a CodeClan graduate for your next 
vacancy - the skills and techniques that are taught through the course, along 
with each persons unique background experiences make for an excellent 
addition to any team.”

Andrew - FyneLabs



What happens next?

Meet our industry team

Build a partnership to suit your organisation

You’re in!:

Start accessing partner benefits:

Introductions to students
Access CVs

Speed Networking invites
Give inspirational industry talks

Be the first to interview graduates
Speak at the Digital Diversity Group

Tailored support for onboarding and job specs
Constant pool of talent 

Candidates able to start quickly 
Start discussions on upskilling current team

… and more!

Review and sign our contract and terms
 (no upfront costs)



Talk to us about your needs 
and become a partner:

partners@codeclan.com
0131 290 2600

#ConfidenceTo

Join our network of 
320+ partners:

www.codeclan.com


